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Aims and objectives
We have 6 main aims and objectives:

 
-Reduce and redistribute edible fit-for-consumption food

surplus in Aberystwyth and surrounding areas
 

-Use surplus food to contribute to local food security
ensuring food is fed to people and used in accordance with

our food waste hierarchy
 

-To provide volunteering opportunities for the local
community to enhance social capital

 
-To inspire and empower local people to deliver community

led initiatives
 

-To provide educational material and events, and to
promote and facilitate attitude and behaviour change on
food and sustainability issues that support the local food

system
 

-Work together with local authorities, voluntary
organisations, residents and the community in a common

effort to develop the area and improve quality of life



Our approach and
ethos

Our approach and ethos is centred on 5 key aspects / components
and 3 overarching values:

 
Key aspects / components:
1. Honest, Open and Fair

2. People-centred
3. Holistic

4. Inclusive and Participatory
5. Ambitious

 
Values:

1. Happiness
2. Community 
3. Creativity 

 
We focus on tackling the root causes of problems and do not

believe food surplus is a solution to solve food poverty. Food waste
and food poverty are two separate issues. Giving surplus food to
people in food poverty does not address the reasons why people

are in food poverty, nor does it tackle the root cause of food waste.
 

 Food waste is a huge environmental problem and we can do
something about this by challenging the system but by doing this in

a collaborative, creative and constructive way.



Vision
Our vision is to facilitate Aberystwyth becoming a zero-food waste

town and in the process providing an empowering and exciting
platform for our community to flourish and take action towards

positive environmental change and a more beautiful World.
 

This starts with our imagination. If we cannot imagine a more
beautiful World then how can we create it?

 
And this needs to start at a local level. Think big, be bold,

ambitious and creative, but start now. Let’s begin. 
 
 



Let us take you on a journey….
Imagine…. 

Imagine a place….
Imagine a place where community is enhanced and nurtured, 

Where the young and old collaborate,
Where different nationalities and backgrounds combine,

Where people come together.
Imagine a place….

Where food is redistributed and consumed,
And not left to rot and be wasted,

Imagine a place….
Where this healthy, nutritious and wholesome food is cooked,

eaten and enjoyed,
Imagine….

Imagine a place….
Where skills are developed and shared,

Where opportunities are created,
Imagine a place with happiness and creativity at its heart,

And these given the opportunity to flourish.
We imagine that place….

As a reality here in our community of Aberystwyth,
Of fulfilling our passion of reducing food waste and building a

resilient, proactive and thriving community.
 

This is our vision. Would you like to contribute, help shape this
vision, join us or be part of something bigger?

Vision



Who are we?
Aber Food Surplus is a community-led not-for-profit social

enterprise. We were established in 2016/17 by the three Co-
Directors / Co-Founders: Chris Woodfield, Heather McClure and
Chris Byrne. However, we are guided by a group of eclectic and

exciting volunteers and supporters who help contribute to our
collective vision. 

 
 



Who are we?
Chris Woodfield:

 
Chris is a passionate outdoorsperson, environmentalist and

community activist. He studied at Aberystwyth University and a
MSc in Sustainability and Adaptation at the Centre for Alternative

Technology where he explored nature connection, happiness,
kindness and pro-environmental behaviour change. As well as Co-

Founding Aber Food Surplus, Chris leads on the Friends of the
Earth Bee Friendly initiative, Plastic Free Aberystwyth and the

beach cleaning movement in Aberystwyth. He enjoys cold-water
wild swimming, trail-running, gardening and spending time in

nature.
 
 What’s motivating him right now? How can

we bring more empathy, kindness and
compassion into the environmental

movement, i.e. not just raising awareness,
but raising compassion and taking action in a

collaborative way.
 

What you might not know about Chris: One
day he dreams of becoming a yoga-instructor

and massage therapist.



Heather McClure:
 

Heather has a passion for the wilderness (particularly fungi and
moss), outdoor sports, world foods, and cooking outdoors. She is
interested and inspired by the glimmers of people’s self-reliance
and making things from nature, and the way this highlights how

important it is to connect, share and work together. Prior to working
with Aber Food Surplus Heather graduated with an BSc in

Geography, and an MA in Regional and Environmental Policy.
Having grown up in the city and with a strong connection to Hong
Kong, Heather is fascinated by entrepreneurialism, people taking
initiative, making an impact, and creating exciting social spaces.

 

Who are we?

What is motivating her right now?  Voices of the
farmers in La Via Campesina, as they have so
much to offer to our relationship with food and
our environments. How can we overcome the

barriers of access and support to food
sovereignty? 

  
What you might not know about Heather:  

Heather used to be a secondary school Maths
Teacher, and would one day like to work with a

forest school / outdoor primary school.
 
 



Who are we?
Chris Byrne:

 
Chris is...not very good at writing bio’s, but here goes... He grew up
in Northern England, and after a few years of working, post school,

he recognised he had a keen interest in food systems and their
interactions with the world around them.  From here followed a BSc
in Agriculture and Countryside Management, an MSc in Food and

Water Security, and now he is writing up his PhD thesis.  He
recently moved to Scotland, and works in Scottish Government. 
He enjoys knitting, running, walking up big hills, seeing the world,
and watching re-runs of Murder, She Wrote – most of those in the

company of his beagle.
 

What’s motivating him right now? A
rapidly approaching PhD deadline.  That,
and playing even a small role in pushing
toward a more environmentally sensitive

and resilient food system.  
 

What you might not know about Chris:
His dream is to set up his own

organisation educating young people
about food production systems and

encouraging them to consider potential
careers in this sector...he should

probably get moving with this quite soon!  



A brief history

Aber Food Surplus began when Chris, Chris and Heather met to
set-up the Aberystwyth University Sustainability Society in 2016.

Their first campaign was focused on food waste in student
residences which ultimately led to the inclusion of food waste

collection facilities in all student accommodation.
 

Following this and meeting with WRAP (Waste and Resources
Action Programme) Cymru, the team set-up a collaboration

connecting the Aberystwyth Morrisons supermarket store with local
charities to collect their surplus, or waste food. However, after a
few months, it became clear this wasn’t working and what was

needed was a “middle-person”, i.e. a Redistribution Hub where the
food could be stored and sorted to ensure the charities could use it

effectively. Hence, Aber Food Surplus was born.
 

The team set up as a legal entity, “A Company Limited by
Guarantee and Not Having a Share Capital”, i.e. not-for-profit
social enterprise, in March 2017. By then they were regularly
collecting food from Morrisons and redistributing this to local

charities and community groups. Over this period of time the team
realised the scale of food waste was enormous and started
organising food surplus community Pay As You Feel events

bringing people together to cook, share and eat the food.



A brief history
Fast forward to April 2018, where the team successfully acquired
grant funding to work full-time on the project for 12 months. This

pilot project enabled the trio to rent office space and work on
developing two overarching components to Aber Food Surplus’s
work: Community Outreach and Waste Management Innovation.

 
Since all of this began, the team have built effective relationships

within the community, local government, and a range of
stakeholders, held nearly 100 community food events, provided
3000 surplus food meals, empowered and trained hundreds of

volunteers, deliver a weekly network of 250kg of food waste
collections and redistributions from 5 supermarkets to 15 local

community groups, projects and charities. In June 2018, Aber Food
Surplus won the Menter Aberystwyth Environmental Awareness

Award and were recognised for their commitment to the local
community. Furthermore, the team have delivered schools

engagement with local primary and secondary schools engaging
with over 500 students, and become known as a pioneering,
exciting and creative local organisation focused on tackling

environmental change.
 

In March 2019, Aber Food Surplus took over the rent on 15
Chalybeate Street to set up Aberystwyth’s first Community Fridge
and environmental hub. Subsequently, in late May 2019, the team
acquired major Big Lottery Funding from the National Lottery for 18

months to focus on developing and putting this community and
environmental hub into action. That’s where you come in….



https://www.aberfoodsurplus.co.uk/ 

https://www.facebook.com/aberfoodsurplus

https://www.instagram.com/aberfoodsurplus/

aberfoodsurplus@outlook.com

Food is Life. 
Let's not waste it.


